




Anca Stefanescu

Born in Bucharest in 1974 during the communist regime she was sent away at the age of five months and raised by her 

paternal grandparents into an isolated rural environment for seven years. This led her to draw from an early age having 

her grandfather support her passion. At the age of twelve, she was admitted to study art at the only art school in 

Bucharest. In 1999 she graduated from the Academy of Arts, Bucharest with a degree in painting and conceptual art. 

Trained as a painter Stefanescu interrupted painting in 1997, in a public performance, and for more than a decade, she 

turned her attention to performances, film, photo installations, assemblies, site-specific environmental interventions 

and writing. She recurrently adopted new mediums, later observing that ‘change is the key to survival and expansion, 

not a style or a certain medium'. What has always been important for Anca is the birth of the idea; its forceful 

aggression one may symbolically inflict upon oneself in order to remain faithful to inner intentions and impetuses 

finding ways to direct into a material action what the psyche projected into visions. Early in her career and before her 

graduation, she was outspoken about her use of writing in performances. Composed over the course of 2 years in 2000 

she finished the book ‘Who Am I?’, a meditation on memory and mind examining the anxiety and depression of the 

author’s childhood, adopting elements of memoir, essay and poetry. The distinctive intimacy of her writing brought 

her to Maria Hlavajova's attention who selected her for Manifesta 3 titled Borderline Syndrome: Energies of Defence. 

While still a student she took part in group events as a militant in the attempts of changing the academic curriculum 

into a contemporary one as well as a performer, voice of the young women’s generation raised under a communist 

dictatorship. The essence of her early art process came out of the ideological notions about a woman’s entanglements 

with education, men, money, children; their private despair leading to drinking, madness, or suicide; but also the 

healing process that can bring spiritual enlightenment.

Following graduation, she worked and experimented with computer animation and visual effects. She discovered the 

world of CG graphics in the noughties, soon expanding her studio practice. Anca Stefanescu collaborated as a DI 

Colourist and Art Director in vanguard commercials and with Post Production Houses for short films, films and music 

videos. 

Concerned with the common belief developed in Romania under the most brutal Communist regime in Eastern Europe 

that described art as elitist, enigmatic and “indigestible” in 2013 she created the project Love Art –Wear Art, being the 

co-founder of two art-fashion brands. Her main focus was on the idea of making limited-edition or unique wearable art 

items blurring boundaries between art and fashion, transforming her paintings into wearable art objects, hand -made 

pieces of bags and accessories for women.

In the last decade, her painting process became a metaphysical inquiry into the very nature of reality, conveying ideas 

about parallel worlds and spiritual dimensions, using paintbrush strokes, marks, signs or any of the symbols of an 

alphabet as ‘high-frequency vibrations translated into colours’. Her inspiration is a synthesis of world religions, 

theosophy and spiritualism, sciences and colour theory. Emphasizing on the mystical experience she holds that there is 

a deeper spiritual reality and this direct contact with this reality can be established through intuition, revelation, 

meditation or some other state transcending habitual human perception.

Instead of painting external realities, the artist depicts inner spiritual experiences. Her working process reflects the 

divisions of consciousness expressed as intersections of corporeal reality, dream state, transcendental meditation, 

memory construction, noise and silence, known and unknown. ‘When I create I am like in a dream state and I ideate 

not just objects to be looked at, but an extension of my inner state, and out of the body experience that will give the 

viewer glimpses from another dimension. Paintings are solidified feelings on canvas and when the observer is looking 

at them the feeling is again motion, moving out from the painting into the beholder’s perception. I believe in this 

perfect continuum and all I care for are the emotions that I express through my intuition. Our thoughts and emotions 

are vibrations and just like the colours they are the universal language that everyone instinctively understands.’ 

Stefanescu work is about the potential of the subconscious mind perceived as the contrast between expansive and 

contractive, masculine and feminine, restraint and flow, perception and illusion, channelling her dreams, visions and 

revelations into the painted works. Situated in the field of metaphysical studies, her work portrays the liminal space 

between the physical world and the mind aiming to awaken the viewer into a state of enlightenment through the 

metaphysical properties of colour and form.

‘I think change is the key to survival and expansion. It may be painfully perceived many times but it forces ideas 

to grow into temporal realisation. It is energy directed into material action. I see change as a challenge and I 

make it the very substance of my art. Every new series has to match the imaginative process not a certain means 

of expression already developed. Ideas, intentions, feelings must subdue the style. I just need to push my 

imagination through my body. My work has to passionately interest me.'

Exit from the Madding Room, 2022, (detail)

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 



When the time is falling silent I awake as Adam before the separation; 

I no longer have my body’s eyes to see the darkness, 

the barren sands and shadows that can die.

At times, when I put myself in a timeframe, I knew I live on 

borrowed instants. For, inside the space, the body doesn’t move, no 

matter how many thoughts have fallen in the world. In every detail, 

the body maps out time's presence; something always seeks to 

encapsulate an event or impression, maintaining some visible marks 

while obscuring others. The body lives on borrowed illusions, and 

what seems an experience in time is no more than a psychological 

event. And I don’t want in the least to view the world through my 

deceptive eyes and made my mind grieve for what does not exist. 

How many assaults could the mind stand? I don't want anything that 

would come explained to me through ego validation. No matter how 

many memories have fallen behind me, life will cease to be 

unbearable, if I lose myself in a holy instant. For that kind of instant 

is not a compulsive form of time, it is a moment of rediscovery, an 

instant of finding myself in the hugeness of the world. 

How can I know myself as an Idea when I see myself inside a body?

The man before me is not a complex of cells, a swarm of atoms is not 

a real body; I realised through a series of mystical events that the 

reality the human senses have constructed is filtered through 

perception, thus warped, incomplete and mystified. Touching secrets 

that are not upon the visible surface is an essential aspect of my life 

and work, a need beyond aesthetic purposes for it includes inner 

fragments of pictures of a mind that is not only mine. The belief that 

bodies could limit the mind guides to a perception of the world in 

which the proof of separation seems to be everywhere. At times, I 

saw myself as a knot of flesh and organs and I no longer knew how to 

recognize my body as an idea. I confused my spirit with my shape 

and believed that God is also a kind of body. Should I be surprised 

now that I bruised my mind against dark clouds of confusion in 

travelling through a shape whose shadow cannot fall? For only the 

mind can love, only mind unites, bodies merely respond with 

innocence: here is a new perception, where everything is bright and 

shining with peace, washed in the waters of love, and cleansed of 

every insane thought of separation I laid upon it. 

Notes, 28 June 2022

I Have Every Holy Instant, To Thank My Father, 

For His Plan to Save Me from the Hell I Made, 2022 

(detail)

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.)

Frame size: 142,5 x 142,5 cm (56.1 x 56.1 in.)



L E F T

I Have Every Holy Instant, To Thank My Father, 

For His Plan to Save Me from the Hell I Made , 2022, (detail)

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.)

Frame size: 142,5 x 142,5 cm (56.1 x 56.1 in.)

R I G H T

Instead of Shadows of the Past I Carry Flowers, 2022, (detail)

on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.)

Frame size: 142,5 x 142,5 cm (56.1 x 56.1 in.)



W R I G H T

Once Upon a Time, There Was No Man Dreaming a World, 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 140 x 190 cm (55.1 x 74.8 in.)

L E F T

Truth Has Rushed To Meet Me Since I Called Upon , 2022, 

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 140 x 190 cm (55.1 x 74.8 in.)



There is one thing that no man has ever done; none has utterly forgotten his bodily 

geography.

What do I have to do to enter the Kingdom of Heaven? 

What do I have to do to re-enter my soul, for I am lost, I desynchronised my body from my 

soul and I don’t know in whose reality am I. 

For hours these past months, I moved between states of anxiety and blissful trance, 

observing how my body was rhythmically losing and regaining vitality. Which caused me 

to remember: ‘the Kingdom of God is within the Soul of each person, that means within me 

as well; within my thought that guides every event through conscious or unconscious 

imagination. And I need that withdrawal from my senses for I cannot break the outer world 

unless I would go on like Parmenides in his poem, invoking a divine source; I too must 

take a chariot to meet a god that will tell me about the nature of reality. There is so much I 

have yet to learn about this inner kingdom. For I have to gain my soul back, my 

consciousness of my own identity, that thing which gives reason for time and space. I’ve 

fallen into someone else’s life, I’ve fallen into someone else’s reality, I’ve fallen from my 

soul into a body and I’ve got scared. I do not claim to know what God is, yet the more I 

think about him the more becomes. There are influences that echo down to us and from 

before the nibs of time or the Biblical Fall into sleep. And there are holy instants not as 

bursts of creation, but of recognition; in a holy instant I wish to disappear into the Presence 

beyond the veil with no sense of a body: not to be seen but known, not to be lost but 

found.’

Notes, 28 June 2022

How Can I Know Myself As an Idea When I See Myself Inside a Body? , 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 127 x 127 cm (50 x 50 in.)

Frame size: 130 x 130 cm (51.18 x 51.18 in.)



R I G H T

I Miss the Place Where the Eternal Was Not an Incarnated Time , 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 160 x 190 cm (63 x 74.8 in.)

L E F T

I Ran, Not To Be Lost but Found, 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic

Artwork size: 127 x 127 cm (50 x 50 in.)



Anca's series 'Exit from the Madding Room' began in 2021 

inspired by her memories and texts for the book she has been 

started to write at the beginning of the same year. The madding 

room refers to the thought process and the system of beliefs that 

guide one's life. She used coloured pencils on large sanded paper 

surfaces, deliberately slowing down the process and making the 

result more difficult to obtain. "Drawing with pencils, especially on 

sanded paper is not allowing you any mistake, you cannot erase, 

cover-up or change your mind transforming what was already done 

into something else. Everything is direct and fresh just as it is 

while sketching for an artwork. I wanted to imprint on paper that 

kind of fresh energy.'

‘I am intensely interested in the subject of perception—how I deem 

my life experiences and mostly my emotions. Much of my work is 

about feeling adrift and insubstantial and yet connected through my 

dreams or visions with something solid, continual and tangible only 

by inner senses. If I’m being truthful the quest behind my painting 

at all is this: existence. What largely throughout my life made me 

feel confused or lacking contact with reality? I was born under a 

communist dictatorial regime, ruled by fear and insecurity. My 

parents were forced to abandon me and the isolation and living in a 

countryside environment marked profoundly my early development. 

Life in the city could never deracinate the habits of the early years, 

if at all, only a feeling of not belonging, separation and loneliness. 

Art developed as my first language, as a means of expression and 

connection to the world. A lonely child will instinctively nurture as 

strong a relationship with nature as to inner perception but to a 

great extent may feel alienated. I paint autobiographical records, 

informed by my irrational night or daydream states — the mystery 

and mysticism of the mind — or imagined moments from a past 

obscured by memories. Through my paintings, I examine the 

symptoms of alienation reflected in types of conditions such as 

cultural estrangement, isolation, differentness and powerlessness. 

Every new series of paintings has to match the imaginative process, 

not a certain means of expression already developed. Ideas, 

intentions, feelings must subdue the style. I try through my artistic 

practice to understand how to reshape my perception and see a 

nonempty and meaningful corporeal reality as well as a safe and 

connective physical existence.’

Exit from the Madding Room , 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival Strathmore paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Installation size: 150 x 150 cm (59 x 59 in.)



These past months I’ve been lost to myself. My mind was like a 

drowned corpse… a drifting line, bending aimlessly, a broken 

compass needle pivoting chaotically. I kept drawing men. I needed 

to create such a human structure so I could feel my being solid and 

stable. I split muscles into petals; I morphed flash into flames. Now 

I look at them and they are as divided as I am. I couldn’t keep their 

human constitution just as I couldn't hold mine. 

Can what I draw on paper be phrased into words? If I could peel 

my skin and muscles off would I find God in my bones? Sometimes 

words are the blood sample from a vein in my arm translating the 

genes that code for painting growth hormone. For I enter writing in 

a different way than painting, I can observe how the instant 

becomes liquid emotion. Each thought has an instant I can 

viscerally feel. They are like fireworks abruptly exploding and 

breathing their last without an effort, whereas with painting, there 

is no observer, no fireworks. Only visions surging silently forward, 

through the fingers, through the nails. No clock ticking to tell me 

that I am in a now moment, only the silence of losing to myself, of 

being taken over by the grandeur of an instinct greater than my 

human psyche.’

Excerpt from 'Exit from the Madding Room' / 2022 

Can What I Draw on Paper Be Phrased into Words?, 2022

(detail)

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Paper size (left): 120 x 140 cm (47.24 x 55.1 in.)

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Installation size (diptych): 150 x 320 cm (59 x 126 in.)

Can What I Draw on Paper Be Phrased into 

Words?, 2022

Installation size: 150 x 320 cm (59 x 126 in.)
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Because There Is So Much God, I Won't Call It 

Fighting, I Will Call It Dancing, 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Diptych size: 132 x 330 cm (51.9 x 129.9 in.)
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Because There Is So Much God, I Won't Call It 

Fighting, I Will Call It Dancing, 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Diptych size: 132 x 330 cm (51.9 x 129.9 in.)

P A G E  1 8

Exit from the Madding Room, 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival Strathmore paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Installation size: 150 x 150 cm (59 x 59 in.)





‘If I were to close my eyes and ask myself “who am I?” what answer would I get? And would I get the same 

answer asking the question with my eyes wide open? I could wrap this question up by going where my breath 

takes me by changing the route, but I know it’s never the question that created the need for an answer. And the 

need it’s like a void. A space shouting to be filled. Have you ever looked into the mirror and didn’t recognise

yourself? As if standing in front of a bending void that expects to be filled… and did you wonder what should 

you do, what is expected of you, or what is this body for? Do I structure myself through this body? During the 

night I am constantly moving without rules or a fixed structure; I change my image, I move from being a woman 

to being a man, from a child to an adult. I go where my psyche takes me, outside the space outside the time. 

Does my genderless psyche deliver me to God? Or is it already God? And when I no longer know who I am I 

crosshatch men […]’

Excerpt from 'Exit from the Madding Room' / 2022 

R I G H T

Rendezvous with God, 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Paper size: 120 x 120 cm (47.24 x 47.24 in.)

Diptych size: 150 x 300 cm (59 x 118.1 in.)

L E F T

Rendezvous with God, 2022

(detail)



L E F T

I Won't Call It Hell or Heaven, 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Diptych size: 132 x 330 cm (51.9 x 129.9 in.)
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Rendezvous with God, 2022

(detail)

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Diptych size: 150 x 300 cm (59 x 118.1 in.)
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I Won't Call It Hell or Heaven , 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper 

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Diptych size: 132 x 330 cm (51.9 x 129.9 in.)





‘During the day I am fused into this body. I look around and there is no go -between. No space outside the 

waking I and no time for the sleeping self. I am a huge rupture opening up, running liquid. I erupt my desires 

in solid rock and then I smash their confidence. Sometimes there is nowhere in my crowded room I could rest. 

And I want to call it hell or heaven but I cannot decide whereas the pendulum swings twice per second. So I 

call it life and go on envisaging for the future, untwisting the tangled threads of what I believe to be the past 

and I keep rewriting myself. Over and over. And when I feel powerless I crosshatch men. […]

Have I disentangled from my mortal body just for a brief moment of finding? Just because I saw God for an 

instant doesn’t mean I can remember his face. And for each new rendezvous, I should enter the void, I would 

have to disintegrate all over again. For the void can be entered when the space retreats, when the time is 

folding in and out when the gap between who you think you are and who you are falls to pieces. It is an open 

state of mind in its absoluteness; a jump in the air with no wings attached when the rupture seems unbearable 

to be a restraint to this body. I don’t understand myself, I try to live through every emotion that sends out 

runners throughout my epidermis. I try to experiment with my inner senses when my life seems flat on the 

outside and try not to get scared of where my thoughts are taking me. I am not a priestess performing 

fragments of a ceremony, opening my mouth to invoke for God and ask him for a breakout from my madding 

mind. I have to go against any human validation, to meet my divine particle that measures no physical size but 

yet is far greater than my anxious human mind.’ 

Excerpt from 'Exit from the Madding Room' / 2022 

R I G H T

What an Effort I Make Not to Fear the Man I Carry Inside , 2022

Prismacolor pencils on archival UArt 400 sanded paper

Mounted on MDF painted with acrylic and oil pastels

Diptych size: 132 x 250 cm (52 x 98.42 in.)

L E F T

What an Effort I Make Not to Fear the Man I Carry Inside , 2022

(detail)



Semioflower XVI, 2021

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)

The series 'Semioflower' began in 2021 and it was largely influenced by semiotic studies, and especially by 

Plato's writings about the mystery hidden behind signs. The nature of signs as representations of ideas, the 

transformation of thoughts into images is the abstract reflection of this series. Using as a starting point the 

structure of a flower Anca created abstract images that still contain natural elements, such as the 

configuration or the shape of natural petals. She described the resulting images as "emotional diagrams', 

being the direct result of the intimate feelings and emotions she experienced while thinking of the meaning 

of a flower.

‘I plant flowers under my skin and I watch them bloom.

Many artworks do not always unfold as I might expect. As if the whole process pulls out one unresolved 

memory after another bringing out more of myself than my corporeal presence does. Sometimes I am a 

mature woman and sometimes a 7-year-old girl. These two personas are always present in the work. One is 

unaware of surroundings, intuitive and alluring, uncanny and fictitious; the other one remembers the time, 

the undergoing psychoanalysis for more than a decade, the missing words and loneliness. I was always 

afraid of something, silence, noise, darkness, insomnia but also being too awake, I feared crowds, I feared 

loneliness but most of all I feared being a woman. I use writings for clarification. I search for awareness. 

All human actions are allusive to the subconscious, but the words seem more of direct contact and more 

evaluative. As a little girl, I used to draw flowers. Later on, I had to kill the girl not letting her grow into a 

woman; the flowers felt like a subject reserved only to men. For years I could understand the reason behind 

this belief. Journaling my hectic and volatile emotions I’ve got a performance of honesty. The truth was out 

and the work is also about truth. I saw the girl and I saw the woman that remembers the pain. That woman 

scared of being an object of adoration, fearful of control… fearful of being just a flower. While painting on 

“Semio-flowers” I realized that I tried to take out the feminine self, out from my paintings for many years. 

I didn’t want my works to reveal my gender as if they would have had less value and this form of self -

repression didn’t affect my works because the dreamer always wins but drifted me to writing more and 

more. The true self can’t be silenced, will always find a way to express unencumbered, freely. Just as I 

drift from one series to another with each new flower I drifted from one emotion to the other and accepted 

my vulnerability until my flowers became of steel swallowing in all my feminine parts. I painted flowers to 

have a feminine companion, someone with whom I can peel off the hard layers protecting my emotions, my 

vulnerable femininity, someone I can look in the eyes and recognise as myself. The solid contour of my 

body felt more changeable; a twinge more akin to decay but yet a sense of familiarity, an admission of 

nature. Humans are nature.’

Notes on Semioflower / 2021



‘What is inside of a flower? What is inside of me? Now silence; now noise. I yearn for some silence. I wish my 

flowers would swallow all the clamor from my mind and transmute it into quietness... or music. When I go to bed 

in the evening and I close my eyes I hear harmonic sounds. I don’t know how it is possible to hear music when 

none is playing out loud. I listen and I barely move. Peaceful sounds. I don’t want them to go. Where are they 

coming from? Where do they disappear? Now there are flowers in my mind. No flowers in my garden. No trees. I 

live in a rented house. I had not long ago half of a tree crown and in the afternoon its shadow but the new 

neighbors cut it down. Now I only have its vivid evocation of stillness and movement that still grows within me. I 

look at the empty space and see its green leaves. I smell its flowers. I wish I could paint it but I cannot paint 

nature as it is. My flowers look like the unconscious diagram of an emotional remembrance. I sense rhythms and I 

see them. I read about sacred geometry. I read about many things. Have I understood life better? No, only flashes 

of remembrance of divinity. A flower. Breach into what is beyond my understanding. An aspect of femininity? 

Perhaps that too. Just flowers. I am the ground where they have fallen. Just silence. Just rhythms. Just time. I 

dream. I plant flowers under my skin and I watch them bloom. It doesn’t hurt when they pierce my skin. It doesn’t 

hurt when they dry up. I sketched flowers today. One petal after another pulled out of their natural shape, 

contorted like my moods, organised like my dreams. The one I wish to be; the flower, the harmony, the balance, 

the colour. The whole. I planted seeds into my heart and I watched them grow until they began to bring out the 

distorted lines of my being. I sketched flowers yesterday and the week before... They are ready now and I still 

cannot paint them. There is no noise inside them. I barely spoke these past days. But the voices inside my mind 

are louder and louder. Years ago I would have cut my hand instead of painting flowers. So many voices in my 

head swimming slowly; so many men telling me that I will not succeed in art as a woman. Have I listed? 

Sometimes. I cut the flowers and I tried to pull them out from my heart but the roots were knitted tight like fibers 

in a rug. I am forever dreaming. I am forever waking. Now I sleep; now I wake. And now I remember.’ 

Notes on Semioflower / 2021
Semioflower , 2021

Installation view

Semioflower XV, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)



R I G H T

Semioflower XII, 2021 

Stainless steel, oil paint 

printed and painted silk

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 100 x 120 cm (39.37 x 47.28 in.)

L E F T

Semioflower II, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)



W R I G H T

Semioflower, 2021 

Installation view

L E F T

Semioflower I, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)
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Semioflower VII, 2021, (detail)

Oil paint on Arches oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 66 x 65 cm (26 x25.5 in.)

P A G E  3 5

Semioflower II, 2021, (detail)

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)





R I G H T

Semioflower VII, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 100 x 100 cm (39.37 x 39.37 in.)

L E F T

Semioflower III, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)

R I G H T

Semioflower VIII, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 100 x 100 cm (39.37 x 39.37 in.)

R I G H T

N o t e ,  2 0 2 0

Mixed media on paper

Paper size: 21 x 29 cm,(8-1/4 x 11-3/4 in)
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Semioflower II & XX, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)

L E F T

Semioflower XIV, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches Oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)



R I G H T

Semioflower X, 2021 

Stainless steel, oil paint, printed and painted silk

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 100 x 110 cm (39.37 x 39.37 in.)

L E F T

Semioflower IV, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 135 x 125 cm (53.15 x 49.2 in.)
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Semioflower VIII, 2021 

Oil paint on Arches oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 100 x 100 cm (39.37 x 39.37 in.)
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Semioflower IV, 2021, (detail)

Oil paint on Arches oil archival paper

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 132 x 122 cm (51.96 x 48 in.)





Semioflower XI, 2021 

Stainless steel, oil paint, printed and painted silk

Mounted on MDF

Frame size: 100 x 110 cm (39.37 x 39.37 in.)

Semioflower IX, 2021 

Acrylic & oil paint on canvas 

Frame size: 100 x 100 cm (39.37 x 39.37 in.)

Semioflower XII, 2021, (detail)

Acrylic & oil paint on canvas 

Frame size: 100 x 100 cm (39.37 x 39.37 in.)



Anca's series 'Novus Amor, Novis Vita' (New Love, New Life) was created in 2021 and is intimately 

connected with her life’s events. Anca was married at the time she met Cristian, to a Romanian artist; 

Cristian was recently divorced. Even before she met him, Anca and her husband already had a 

stormy relationship after eighteen years of marriage. Being in a tumultuous codependent relationship 

Anca kept hidden her feelings dreading her husband's suicidal threats. The series contains fragments 

from the love letters she secretly had been writing to Cristian until she reached a maximum of despair 

not being able to end neither marriage nor affair. She painted love and the violence of an absolute 

emotion keeping only the contours of their faces and the words or full passages from their 

correspondence.

‘The characters I've painted, the faceless figures, I wished for them to live and move in an 

independent world, whether I watch them or not, to exist outside of my narrative, of what I explicitly 

create or understand. This is why I wiped out the physical traits that would form a certain figure even 

when I used my face as a starting point. I wanted to build characters that create beyond the author -

more akin to Austin or Tolstoy in their novels - outside the narrowness of my own personality or 

vision. And I say narrowness in terms of intensity of focus on the power of my own persona, my 

experiences and my beliefs. I am not attempting to solve the problems of mankind, the structures and 

the dynamics of human life expressed through maximal emotions: I love, I suffer. That has to do 

with living, or with the essence of humanity and the complexity and the contrast of feelings. But 

beneath all the emotions, what is there? As a starting point, my own life is my stimulus because of its 

tangledness. I prioritise the expression of the self but do not follow an “egotistical sublime” vision, a 

kind of High Romanticism that promotes the ego to the sublime. I look outwards at external 

emotions, I look in the round, on many different people that are complex by means of their effect 

upon me. It is not my intention to create an overwhelming public assertion of my identity nor to force 

someone along my road, to make them see what I see or feel. I wish for the public to forget me and 

the artworks to serve to mirror their own feelings that diverged from their personal world views, 

their thoughts and beliefs not mine.[..] 

Lovers only live in each other’s hearts. Shut their eyes to the world and in their tenderness, they 

wouldn’t hear of someone else’s crying. The silence speaks and calls their names in heartbeats and in 

the cadence of their breath. My world had died one morning and the same day the sun rose higher. I 

remember falling in love with Cristian while still being married. I remember the lies and the truth of 

my words as well as the pain and the sorrow. I remember the remorse and the oblivion.... yearning 

for the touch of my lover while wishing to escape the hands that I once loved more than the world 

itself. Confusion were the clouds passing by the window of my home, abandon were the same clouds 

viewed through hotel rooms and later on the single room apartment where I was secretly meeting up 

with my lover. Presence and absence... wife and lover... friend and foe. I watched my husband 

mourning me as if I’d died and something had, the couple we had created jointly. I watched our love 

become estranged while the walls of my mind were running down shattered by the violence of my 

emotion. The landscape of human emotions is constantly changing, but what I desire, more than 

sunny weather, is not to be a stranger, at least not to myself. Have I understood life around me 

better? Have I reinforced my insight from love and from estrangement... from these opposed 

feelings? How can we live with love and in the absence of love simultaneously? I still don’t know... 

but what I do know is that you cannot kill a sentiment as you cannot kill an idea once it has grown 

sprouts into your mind.’

Notes on ‘Novus Amor, Novis Vita’ / 2021

Novus Amor, Novis Vita XII, 2021, (detail)

Mixed media on museum cotton rough paper



R I G H T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita II, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Artwork size: 96 x 76 cm (37.8 x 29.9 in.)

Frame size: 98 x 78 cm (38.58 x 30.7 in.)

L E F T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita XII, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.)



In the beginning, was the Word, and the Word was 

with Us, and the Word was Us.  

Love approached me when I was less thinking of 

it... or so I thought, and my life was torn asunder 

before I knew it in a single day, in a single 

moment with a single glance. The veil I had drawn 

over my thoughts came off with words. We melt 

into each other with written messages, with words 

hidden into secret letters. I didn’t wish to be a 

poet; I wished to be a lover. The flow of the 

language with words and words in phrases let my 

passion unfurl while I was rising up higher 

forgetting who I was. But words are meaningless 

unless they reinforce what was already felt. Love 

wants to join love like water wants to join the 

water. New lovers attract each other, drawn 

together by some unexplainable pull as if magnets. 

It is not the desire, it is not the sparkling fire of a 

physical attachment; they wish to dive into the 

unknown to become empty of thoughts, empty of 

memories, empty of past and future, letting love 

flood-free every cell and every atom.  Lovers see 

the ideal in their beloved. They often alter details 

as they go on, but never depart from the main 

lines. “Seek for me my darling and find me in 

another life where I’ll be free to love you as I now 

long to...” I wrote to him. From where is the 

feeling, when married, that we are not at liberty to 

give the love we feel as if we were not belonging 

anymore to ourselves? It took me many words to

Notes on Novus Amor, Novis Vita / 2021 

crack asunder restrictions that wrinkle and contract, 

beliefs of moral code or responsibility and 

commitment... It took me many phrases in order to 

undo the error of believing I was not free to love, 

the error of believing that I was still the one that 

decided to marry in her twenties. I never wished to 

be a wife; I wished to be a lover. The more time I 

spent with my feelings the more they grew, 

extending stems or branches, enclosed within my 

heart... and my heart was dispersing words like 

seeds... gliding or spinning through the air, shaped 

to float as letters. Love letters... to whom 

addressed? To my lover? To myself? What was I 

seeking out that was not any longer inside the 

woman who was living side by side with the man 

once friend and husband? When do we cease to be 

lovers in our marriages? If I were to observe my 

words I would have known. Some words were 

missing, some were seldom used as if I was 

becoming a stranger to my own language.  I was 

tired of missing words. Tired of unarticulated 

broken feelings. Tired of confusion. I was yearning 

for the beginning of the story, the moment when 

there are just a few lines drawn upon white sheets 

of paper. That moment, when we are learning 

words, inventing language... I longed for that 

silence where I could feel the shadows of two new 

selves growing together ... and without clearly 

seeing the form of their becoming, knowing they 

were growing into one.’

R I G H T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita, 2021

Installation view

L E F T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita XI, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.



Novus Amor, Novis Vita IV, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 96 x 76 cm (37.8 x 29.9 in.)

Frame size: 98 x 78 cm (38.58 x 30.7 in.)

Novus Amor, Novis Vita VIII, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.)



R I G H T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita I, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 96 x 76 cm (37.8 x 29.9 in.)

Frame size: 98 x 78 cm (38.58 x 30.7 in.)

L E F T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita IX, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.)
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Novus Amor, Novis Vita I, 2021

(detail)

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 96 x 76 cm (37.8 x 29.9 in.)

Frame size: 98 x 78 cm (38.58 x 30.7 in.)
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Novus Amor, Novis Vita IX, 2021

(detail)

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.5 x 60.62 in.)





‘The symbols I use do not always make sense to me. 

Dreams and visions are summed up to complete; the 

hand runs from one line to another while time 

collapses while the reasoning mind falls into silence. 

The visions exist most completely in solitude. They 

press their shapes upon my mind and I just need to 

get them out. They resent examination, at first so 

spontaneous, or any thoughts that could deny their 

potential for they are symbols of inner reality, 

subjective openings connecting my familiar self with 

the soul. Where understanding seems to elude me or 

escape me I stretch and I plunge into the inwards of 

my emotions. Sometimes I paint as if the paint were 

urged out of me by the pressure of the time. 

Sometimes I fear every gesture as if I were setting up 

psychological and psychic barriers to explore more. 

At first, they seem erected to protect me from the 

unknown dangers of what seems to be the unconscious 

mind. I am for a while drifting in the apparent 

meaningless of my gestures. But images, words or 

thoughts, are all connected one way or another. A 

picture in imagination, just like a thought, once 

formed leaves the conscious mind as if it would 

disappear. Somehow I fear to follow it, to go after 

something that is no longer in the three-dimensional 

landscape. I change focus towards the reality I 

identify myself with but when I paint I simply realise

that my own reality bends, continues in another 

direction and all the images seen on the mind screen, 

the thoughts or emotions that have left my conscious 

mind will conduct me into other environments, back 

to the dreams, back to that very point from where the 

initial experience emerged.

The consciousness is not immobile, constricted or 
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enclosed in the bone framework and it is the 

consciousness that forms or acts in symbols. Paintings 

are methods of expression just as the words are. I do 

not consciously know how I manipulate loads of 

symbols. I don’t know how I think or how I pick a 

precise symbol to express a given thought. All the 

confusion starts when one believes that one’s own 

symbols may be translated by someone else. Just like 

in the case of a painting or any art object. The marks 

upon the surface have the reality only of paint and 

canvas, just like the letters upon the paper. What they 

carry is invisible to the eye. They are information 

conveyors. Sometimes I wonder if it is detrimental or 

not for the public to have known the artist’s discourse 

regarding his creation since even if it is a valid point 

of view it is a single point of view. Sometimes minds 

must be divested of many impeding ideas and 

symbols, so that the symbols that lie in front may 

carry consciousness into personal explorations. 

Without any different interpretation or symbols 

translated in dissimilar or divergent ways, the creation 

for me remains an isolated event that cannot grow and 

transform and further create through the viewer. 

Consciousness forms symbols, but consciousness also 

creates form. One should better wonder why events 

brought him precisely in front of a particular image 

such as a painting being aware that all that he 

perceives is equally the consequence of his own 

creation. How do one's ideas appear within the 

matter? Matter can be manipulated to materialise. But 

the one that manipulates matter into physical existence 

is not more of a creator than the one that meets the 

same idea already formed in front of his eyes.’ 

R I G H T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita, 2021

Installation view

L E F T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita V, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.)



R I G H T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita III, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 96 x 76 cm (37.8 x 29.9 in.)

Frame size: 98 x 78 cm (38.58 x 30.7 in.)

L E F T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita VII, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.)
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Novus Amor, Novis Vita X, 2021, (detail)

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.5 x 60.62 in.)
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Novus Amor, Novis Vita VII, 2021, (detail)

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.5 x 60.62 in.)

R I G H T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita VI, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.)

L E F T

Novus Amor, Novis Vita X, 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Mounted on MDF

Artwork size: 142 x 150 cm ( 55.9 x 59 in.)

Frame size: 146 x 154 cm (57.48 x 60.62 in.)





'A Woman's Secret Heart' began in 2020 and was completed in 2021. The series comprised of nine 

paintings makes visible the innate desire for motherhood present in every woman. Anca reflects on the 

abstruse connection between the desire of giving birth and of being born, the invisible connection between 

the woman and her unconceived child.

She first created a list of loving words imagining how a woman would address her unborn child and then 

she painted the physical environment of the womb, a liquid metamorphosis of the inside of the uterus and 

the baby, between imagination and reality, between figurative and abstract. 

The appearance of fluidity was obtained without pouring technics or using fluid colours. 

She painted on a course paper creating transitions between colours in a traditional way, with the intention 

of obtaining laboriously a result that would appear effortless as a reflection of what the process of becoming 

a mother means.

‘I am angular, I am shaped like a sphere. I am incandescent, I am dim. I am muted, I am expanded. I have 

forgotten my face or my deviation from my ideal self. I turned red, I turned into a flame and I became heart 

and womb. I have sunk to the depths of my being, leaving no shadow, no burnt traces and no wisps of 

smoke to be kept in my nostrils. No sounds rattle along my thoughts. I begin to draw a figure in the flow of 

my being, the contour of a new beginning, a new life. Dots running into themselves and into dashed lines 

sketching ambiguous silhouettes and finally heading into the uninterrupted contour of a new persona. 

Should this be the beginning of the story? Yet beginning implies an ending. Should I become the last ripple 

of a wave, the wave that dies away while inspiring the next one with the desire to rise over the world? Had 

I been born knowing that in the same stream of life one death follows another, I might have been awake and 

aware of every movement away from my desires. We change bringing in new tides of perceptions, 

following new dreams. Yesterday I enjoyed the absence of a baby, today I long for its presence. The 

present is rolling up in the midst of the past and is laying down the future like a new carpet. I shall turn my 

body into a den, a warm shelter for my child. The eyes will see, when they are shut, inside my body and 

beyond.  Can one desire fall like a blanket of night uncovering in the morning, when the down creeps in 

and the sun is glancing, a new personality or another probable self that takes over? Am I bringing a new 

life into the world through a baby or am I birthing another me? As I gaze out onto the world I am unable to 

pass by the ripple of my desire. The desire; the aspiration to manifest into form a transcendental realm. The 

realm of thought has no body or shape and it appears absent to the eyes. That realm, where we can learn 

about our lost origins, impinges upon us to constantly seek out to reconstruct our beginnings in the search 

for the ideal self. Presence is the original state. I can see the world the moment I open my eyes I assume 

that the presence came first self-reflected by my consciousness. The depth of my desire reveals itself in the 

silence of the present absence. I shall use love as the power of reinforcing insight. I say to my unborn 

child: ‘’I shall give birth to you from a state of grace, not as a captive of my desires. Your absence calls 

for a new beginning. I shall regrow my body with your presence. We will speak a silent language and in the 

absence of the outer sounds, our hearts will turn eternal. You will ask what the infinite is and I will tell you 

about what the eyes cannot see. You will ask what is behind the clouds and you will know one way in 

which the infinite is looking back to you. You will ask why the water moves in ripples at the touch of your 

hand... and why it leaves marks upon your skin... and you will learn there is no separation but one 

consciousness speaking in many voices.’

Notes on ‘A Woman's Secret Heart’/ 2021

A Woman's Secret Heart VI, 2021

Mixed media on museum cotton  paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)
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A Woman's Secret Heart - sketch, 2021

Mixed media on paper

Paper size: 21 x 29 cm,(8-1/4 x 11-3/4 in)

L E F T

A Woman's Secret Heart IV , 2021

Mixed media on cotton rough paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)





A Woman's Secret Heart V, 2021

Mixed media on museum cotton  paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)

A Woman's Secret Heart I, 2021

Mixed media on museum cotton  paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)





A Woman's Secret Heart II, 2021

Mixed media on museum cotton  paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)

A Woman's Secret Heart III, 2021

Mixed media on museum cotton  paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)
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A Woman's Secret Heart IX, 2021

Mixed media on museum cotton  paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)

L E F T

A Woman's Secret Heart VIII, 2021

Mixed media on museum cotton  paper

Paper size: 140 x 100 cm,(55.1 x 39.37 in.)

Frame size: 160 x 120 cm (63 x 47.2 in.)





‘I’ve been preoccupied lately with the circle shape and its extensive 

meaning analogous to linear time. Circles are not linear structures, 

they do not have corners or endings to mark where one line begins 

and another one ends.  We perceive time as both linear and cyclical, 

as a line in which we move forward in a perpetual now point in an 

oscillatory act between recollection and expectancy, balancing back 

and forth between the images of the past and the projections of the 

future. I very often perceived myself as if I were moving in a circle, 

with a sense of repetition, a sense of stepping on my own foot-tracks 

over and over again. Sometimes I perceive time spiralling into an 

upward motion in the shape of a circle. I imagine the energy of the 

circle like a Hermetic Seal of Light so that cycles of growth can exist 

within it radiating vortexes of love. I see the clock on the wall and I 

watch its second hand moving through time in a circular motion, I 

turn my head and see how the light is fading outside marking the end 

to the day and yet time never begins or ends, it keeps moving in the 

circle. 

I was always obsessed with circles and spirals. As a child trying to 

balance my emotions, to find a way to fit into the world I used to 

draw circles and then add a point right in the middle. I did not know 

back then that I was drawing the oldest of all symbols that stand for 

nonexistence and eternity nor that a point is still a circle. But I 

remember knowing the point was I. Everyone who has ever used a 

compass to draw a circle knows that a point in the centre must exist 

for its construction. I felt I was the centre of my circle and I could 

never count how many times I had this sentence written down: “I am 

the centre of my circle”. I was the zero in the numeric system, the 

embryo, the potential. Today I learn to remember what was once 

inherently known. I draw lines inside myself almost all the time. I 

paint or create objects in my imagination almost all the time. I’ve 

made hundreds of paintings, drawings for many years only in my 

mind. I’ve also written a lot only in my head... which perhaps is yet 

another way of drawing lines.’ 

Notes on ‘Vortex Temporum’ / 2021

Vortex Temporum, 2021

Installation view



Vortex Temporum VI, 2021

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.14 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.)

Vortex Temporum III, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.14 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.)



R I G H T

Vortex Temporum V, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.4 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.)

L E F T

Vortex Temporum IV, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.14 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.)
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Vortex Temporum, 2021

Installation view

R I G H T

Vortex Temporum I, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.14 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.)
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Vortex Temporum VII, 2021

Acrylic on canvas 

Artwork size: 90 x 75 cm (35.43 x 29.5 in.)

Frame size: 93 x 78 cm (36.6 x 30.7 in.)

R I G H T

Vortex Temporum V, 2022

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.14 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.)
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Vortex Temporum VIII, 2021

Acrylic on canvas 

Artwork size: 90 x 75 cm (35.43 x 29.5 in.)

Frame size: 93 x 78 cm (36.6 x 30.7 in.)
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Vortex Temporum III, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.4 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.



Vortex Temporum II, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 135 cm (59 x 53.14 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 139 cm (60.62 x 54.72 in.)



‘I had written the poem "Hands" almost two years before Covid started. I didn't know back then my husband 

would come to photograph our hands and I would paint them. This is how my life goes during this pandemic. 

He photographs, I paint and sometimes I write. But these days I paint what he had recently captured with his 

camera... 

I paint us and I no longer feel isolated from the world. I feel more than ever focused on my emotionality and 

inner impetuses that leave their marks on my life, on that inner structure that still emerges and it is far from 

being finished.’

Notes on ‘On the language of Love’ 2020

R I G H T

On the Language of Love, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic on canvas

Size: 90 x 90 cm (35.43 x 35.43 in.)

L E F T

On the Language of Love, 2020

Installation view



R I G H T

On the Language of Love II, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Size: 90 x 90 cm (35.43 x 35.43 in.)

On the Language of Love II, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Size: 90 x 90 cm (35.43 x 35.43 in.)

On the Language of Love III, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Size: 90 x 90 cm (35.43 x 35.43 in.)



R I G H T

On the Language of Love I, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Size: 90 x 90 cm (35.43 x 35.43 in.)

L E F T

On the Language of Love VI, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Size: 90 x 90 cm (35.43 x 35.43 in.)

L E F T

On the Language of Love IV, 2020

Acrylic on canvas

Size: 90 x 90 cm (35.43 x 35.43 in.)



Focused on the relationship between polarities, Anca Stefanescu developed over the past 15 years a distinctive 

method of integrating physical painting and computer mark-making, creating hybrid images which incorporate 

both digital - virtual elements, as well as organic - material ones. By mixing computer drawing with the manual-

traditional painting she is following the idea of creating a half-conscious state for the viewer, envisioning exhibits 

not as a succession of fragments recognizable from reality, but as triggers to look inward into the world of 

thoughts and ideas. Stefanescu interweaves figurative painting with a combination of abstract expressionism and 

geometric abstraction, shifting between flat forms of figuration and more abstract counterparts, adding a sense of 

theatricality to her revelations. The metaphorical and figurative paintings explore the notion of identity and the 

settings that compose the texture of life in contrast with the concept of time and space in metaphysical 

interpretation. “When I close my eyes, time or space do not exist, they are mere concepts…and when I open them 

I validate the world I am perceiving as the frame of reference to what I wish to create and experience through my 

own emotions”.

L E F T

Homo Deus - Euphoria, 2021

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size:: 110 x 130 cm (43.3 x 51.18 in.)

Frame size: 113 x 133 cm (44.48 x 52.36 in.)

R I G H T

Homo Deus - Si Deus, Si Dea, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 122 cm (59 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 126 cm (60.62 x 49.6 in.)



‘The human is not becoming God, the human is 

the walking God. What happens on one level of 

reality also happens on every other level, the 

microcosm and macrocosm behave alike. Man is 

not a grain of sand lost in the vastness of the 

Universe…man is the materialization of God.

Homo Deus means man-god. It refers to humans 

who accepted their divine nature. Everything in 

creation starts with an idea, but the moment the 

idea is presented onto the white background of 

imagination the individual becomes that idea and 

can consciously decide what idea chooses to be. 

Not to become but to be. Personalities are not 

primarily physical, they are the direct result, the 

effect of consciousness that in actuality created 

form. There are portions in us far superior to the 

ordinary self but so focused on daily concerns that 

we forget who we are. Consciousness can project 

outward only what is first beholden as a clear 

vision. We contain it all. We behold inward all the 

emotions we dislike or prefer and from this infinite 

reservoir, we can choose what to express in this 

life. Each and everyone gets to choose, to decide 

who they prefer to be and since we contain all 

possibilities in each moment we can define who we 

are as individuals, create models or ideal selves 

through our imagination like blueprints for a 

preferred feeling and acting personality. I am 

witnessing a changing world, we all do...and I am 

wondering why do I  sometimes fear change, why 

not embrace it as one true constant of our 

lives...as one of the eternal and everlasting 

truths... Sometimes I look at the sky watching how 

the shapes of the clouds are constantly 

changing...and this is something that I can see and 

feel but I can never touch. My face and my body 

are constantly changing and I can touch them but I 

cannot sense the passing of the time processes nor 

how it’s applying its constant laws on me. I close 

my eyes and all I can see or touch disappears but 

in that new momentum I can still hear or smell... 

When I fall asleep all the physical senses I used to 

rely on during my walking day are gone...but in 

the morning I wake up filled up with feelings, 

emotions and memories from my sleeping life. 

During the day I am thinking about the future and 

how our world will change and I understand I can 

no longer rely on my physical senses or my 

intellectual mind that knows so little regardless of 

the number of books I read.’

Homo Deus - Renascentia, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 110 x 140 cm (43.3 x 55.1 in.) 

Frame size: 114 x 144 cm (44.88 x 56.7 in.) 



‘I had isolated myself some years before this pandemic occurred...and perhaps I must have been used to it by 

now; still, in many ways, I am not… but I have been in touch with my true self through my inner senses which 

delivered more than my corporeal perceptions ever could. If I were truly to believe or better say accept what I 

believe as valid, that we are consciousness in its purest form and this world is merely a projection of a collective 

idea or thought, then the change would be nothing more than a conscious choice. I would find myself never 

fearing change since every experience in my life starts with my choice. I would find myself loving change since it 

holds in its unfoldment all the possibilities of my desires to become visible, tangible, to manifest into form. I’ll be 

as I have always been in front of a white canvas when I never fear transformation even if I almost never hold the 

vision of the final result clear in my mind… and this keeps me curious, excited and open to allow the surprise in... 

What happens on one level of reality also happens on every other level, the microcosm and macrocosm behave 

alike. Art may be perceived as another microscopic aspect of life, the part that reflects the whole and vice versa, 

an example of how life can be expressed and change embraced in complete trust in its unfoldment. Trust that all 

dreams can be met, trust we deserve our just deserts just because we exist and we breathe. To me art is more than 

hope, a word that defines somehow “ideal” values or untouchable values we may or may not get to own during 

this lifetime, it is more about trust, believing in concepts that can fundamentally shift old paradigms…changing 

“seeing is believing into “believing in seeing”. We all share the same desires for a fulfilled life, we are all parts 

and sparks of creation and through extension all creators. We are unique expressions united through diversity. 

Each one plays its part, its unique role in this co-created dream we all perceive as one world.’

Notes on ‘Homo Deus’, 2020

R I G H T

Homo Deus - Immoderatus, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 100 x 170 cm (39.37 x 66.92 in.) 

Frame size: 104 x 174 cm (40.94 x 68.65 in.) 

L E F T

Homo Deus - Invictus, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 120 cm (59 x 47.24 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 124 cm (60.62 x 48.8 in.)



P A G E S  1 1 1 ,  1 1 2

Homo Deus - Concordia, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 92 x 162 cm (36.2 x 63.77 in.)

Frame size: 96 x 166 cm (37.8 x 65.35 in.)

R I G H T

Homo Deus - Caelestis, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 90 x 110 cm (35.43 x 3.3 in.) 

Frame size: 94 x 114 cm (37 x 44.88 in.)

L E F T

Homo Deus - Sublimitas, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 110 cm (59 x 43.3 in.) 

Frame size: 154 x 114 cm (60.62 x 44.88 in.) 





P A G E S  1 1 5 ,  1 1 6

Homo Deus - Ad Lib, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 90 x 140 cm (35.43 x 55.1 in.)

Frame size: 94 x 144  cm (38.18 x 56.7 in.) 

R I G H T

Homo Deus - Unitas, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 90 x 140 cm (35.43 x 55.1 in.)

Frame size: 94 x 144  cm (38.18 x 56.7 in.) 

L E F T

Homo Deus - Imago Dei, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 130 cm (59 x 51.18 in.) 

Frame size: 154 x 134  cm (60.62 x 52.75 in.) 





R I G H T

Homo Deus - Exaltatio, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size:: 90 x 110 cm (35.43 x 43.3 in.) 

Frame size: 93 x 113 cm (36.6 x 44.48 in.)

L E F T

Homo Deus - Si Deus, Si Dea, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 122 cm (59 x 48 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 126 cm (60.62 x 49.6 in.)



R I G H T

Homo Deus - Tranquilitas, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 100 x 140 cm (39.37 x 55.1 in.) 

Frame size: 103 x 143 cm (40.55 x 56.3 in.) 

L E F T

Homo Deus - Felicitas, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 100 x 120 cm (39.37 x 47.2 in.) 

Frame size: 103 x 123 cm (40.55 x 48.42 in.) 



P A G E S  1 2 3 ,  1 2 4

Homo Deus - Satus, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 90 x 150 cm (35.43 x 43.3 in.) 

Frame size: 94 x 154 cm (37 x 60.62 in.)

R I G H T

Homo Deus - Vocatio, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Artwork size: 90 x 160 cm (35.43 x 63 in.) 

Frame size: 94 x 164 cm (37 x 64.56 in.) 

L E F T

Homo Deus - Ego Sum, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 110 x 90 cm (43.3 x 35.43 in.)

Frame size: 114 x 94 cm (44.88 x 37 in.)



in



This double portrait of the two men, two paralleled figures, 

shown side by side and in profile, was inspired by Robert 

Mapplethorpe’s photograph “Ken Moody and Robert Sherman, 

1984”. 

Anca Stefanescu created a larger series untitled ‘Ken Moody and 

Robert Sherman’ reflecting on the variety of human emotions. 

Deceptively simple in their composition, the complexity in the 

work is revealed in impeccable geometric flat surfaces, gestural 

brushwork and vibrating colours, evoking the intricacy of 

interpersonal relationships from family to friendship and 

marriage, formed in the context of social and cultural influences.    

“I didn’t see Mapplethorpe’s photograph as a symbol of race 

relations, but more as a neutral background subject to 

interpretation. And from this "blank slate", with no built-in 

inherent meaning, I assigned the significance rendered by the 

system of beliefs I express. I don’t see two men, I see one, I 

don’t see races, I see humans, I don’t see black and white, I see 

colours, I don’t see a history of separation, I see nonduality and 

the essence of nonduality given by the experience of 

connection.”

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.9, No.2, 2020

Installation view



R I G H T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.6, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 

L E F T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.1, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 



R I G H T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.8, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 

L E F T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.2, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 

L E F T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.7, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 



P A G E  1 3 4

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.4, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 

R I G H T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.4, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 

L E F T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.5, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 

P A G E  1 3 3

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.5, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 





R I G H T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.3, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 

L E F T

Ken Moody and Robert Sherman No.9, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Size: 80 x 80 cm (31.5 x 31.5 in.) 



As above, so below, as within, so without, as the universe, so 

the soul…

Hermes Trismegistus

Each landscape channels a certain emotion. The landscapes I 

envision are reflective of my inner reality, they are the 

emotional response to my thoughts and active beliefs translated 

into form rather than places of my walking life stored into my 

memories. I walk around and try to isolate moments out of the 

emotional landscape. I remember myself as a child - apart from 

the questions about life that I was constantly and cyclically 

asking of and wondering about - I remember the natural 

inclination of observing reactions and feelings expressed along 

with all the natural changes of the scenery. The topography of 

human emotions is constantly changing followed by the physical 

environment. What we desire, more than sunny weather, is not 

to be strangers, at least not to ourselves. When we succeed the 

sun seems brighter and the sea looks calmer... We are the 

landscape we are looking at, it is not about integration it is about 

recognition.  I don’t paint reality as it is collectively perceived, I 

paint my inner reality with my back to what the eye can see.  

Everything I focus on becomes a journey through time; a deep 

tension between physical reality which rises towards the 

corporeal form and inner reality; and an upheaval of perceptions 

seen as the divine, part of the expanded consciousness. I use 

references to the real world, particularly using the human figure 

as a mirror; to discreetly guide the communication that will take 

place between my creation and the spectator. Abstract shapes or 

gestural marks are not an attempt to represent the external 

reality nor its effect; they are for me symbols of the inner world; 

the world of dreams, ideas, thoughts from which the entire 

creation springs.

Notes on ‘As Within, So Without’, 2020 

As Within, So Without, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic on cotton paper

Paper size: 50.8 x 35.5 cm (20 x 14 in.)

Frame size: 71.81 x 56.56 cm (28.3 x 22.26 in.)



P A G E S  1 4 1 ,  1 4 2

As Within, So Without V, 2020

Acrylic on cotton paper

Paper size: 50.8 x 35.5 cm (20 x 14 in.)

Frame size: 71.81 x 56.56 cm (28.3 x 22.26 in.)

R I G H T

As Within, So Without VI, 2020

Acrylic on cotton paper

Paper size: 50.8 x 35.5 cm (20 x 14 in.)

Frame size: 71.81 x 56.56 cm (28.3 x 22.26 in.)

L E F T

As Within, So Without IV, 2020

Acrylic on cotton paper

Paper size: 50.8 x 35.5 cm (20 x 14 in.)

Frame size: 71.81 x 56.56 cm (28.3 x 22.26 in.)





P A G E S  1 4 5 ,  1 4 6

As Within, So Without III, 2020

Acrylic on cotton paper

Paper size: 50.8 x 35.5 cm (20 x 14 in.)

Frame size: 71.81 x 56.56 cm (28.3 x 22.26 in.)

R I G H T

As Within, So Without I, 2020

Acrylic on cotton paper

Paper size: 50.8 x 35.5 cm (20 x 14 in.)

Frame size: 71.81 x 56.56 cm (28.3 x 22.26 in.)

L E F T

As Within, So Without II, 2020

Acrylic on cotton paper

Paper size: 50.8 x 35.5 cm (20 x 14 in.)

Frame size: 71.81 x 56.56 cm (28.3 x 22.26 in.)





Evolving from earlier works focused on female and male nudes, 

Anca Stefanescu imagery still includes the human contour. The visual 

language elevates flat figurative shapes into abstraction, through a 

contrasting approach to surface, with an emphasis on the expressive 

treatment of colours. The merger of abstraction and figuration is the 

challenging process Anca Stefanescu develops in her visual language 

alternating the gestural brush-movement, strokes or mark-making and 

the impression of spontaneity with flat, solid colourful geometric 

shapes. The compositions represent deep and personal narratives, 

speaking of intimate experiences and subjects such as love, gender 

and the human beliefs that create the experiential reality. The series 

directly references the physical and emotional experience of falling in 

love and accepting the feeling. The title was inspired by Wong Kar-

Wai's "In the Mood for Love” movie and the artist’s life. 

‘I have created the ‘In the Mood for Love’ series of profile portraits, 

united with a single kiss, based on my experience of quarantine 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. I felt fragile and I allowed my 

vulnerability to find expression. I don’t equate being vulnerable with 

being weak but with being open to allow the reality to unfold 

naturally…making the unknown my friend. I painted a small size 

series of portraits using paper as support and acrylic as a medium. 

Paper works particularly well for evoking fragility and delicacy and 

resonated with the feminine part that I had constantly forsaken…yet 

this particular cotton paper I used has a rough, unbreakable aspect 

that I associated with masculine attributes. 

We are in a relationship in the process, dividing and uniting with our 

opposite. The two sexes are metaphysically equal yet creatively 

opposite, divided from and united with each other, carrying out the 

purpose of creation. Lovers don't notice their surroundings, the pace 

of repetition or the momentum. Instinct and intuition, whispered 

emotions, one person in the other's mind, the melting of time and 

space. Filled by desires the spaces are never empty or meaningless, it 

is our love that permeates them.’ 

Notes on 'In the Mood for Love, 2020

In The Mood for Love, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Mounted on painted MDF 

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)



R I G H T

In The Mood for Love No.11, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Mounted on painted MDF 

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)

L E F T

In The Mood for Love No.5, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)



R I G H T

In The Mood for Love No.8, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Mounted on painted MDF 

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)

L E F T

In The Mood for Love No.6, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)



R I G H T

In The Mood for Love No.9, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Mounted on painted MDF 

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)

L E F T

In The Mood for Love No.12, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)



R I G H T

In The Mood for Love No.6, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Mounted on painted MDF 

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)

L E F T

In The Mood for Love No.3, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)



R I G H T

In The Mood for Love No.13, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Mounted on painted MDF 

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)

L E F T

In The Mood for Love No.7, 2020

Acrylic paint on cotton rough paper

Artwork size: 37.5 x 44.5 cm (14.76 x 17.5 in.)



The dreamer dreams and when the dreamer within the dream awakens 

I paint what I remember. It is not about escaping reality. Many times 

I recognise the world we live in as a collective projection of 

imagination and therefore unreal from a viewpoint, but I still desire 

to be part of it and sense it real. I feel many of my dreams are just 

translations of events occurring in other levels of the greater psyche 

and I can't pretend I understand them but this doesn’t mean I don’t 

wish to dream any longer. 

At the core of my work is to understand who I am and how my 

psyche influences matter. I am essentially human, not intellectual. I 

am personal, I do not always understand what I paint, I rather play. I 

move in a finite form with an infinite imaginative mind. Abstraction 

allows me to perceive what I cannot see with my physical eyes and to 

explore with finite means the infinite.

I use references to the real world, particularly using the human figure 

as a mirror; to discreetly guide the communication that will take place 

between my creation and the spectator. Abstract shapes or gestural 

marks are not an attempt to represent the external reality nor its 

effect; they are for me symbols of the inner world; the world of 

dreams, ideas, thoughts from which the entire creation springs.

What absorbs me in is the psyche's response or reaction to the 

vibration of each colour and it doesn’t mean I am cognisant of 

colour’s power just that I am aware of it. I do not have to 

intellectually know and prove what is real, sometimes it is enough to 

feel the connection between the colour and the human body.

Notes on ‘Playing with the Other Gods’, 2020

The Things That Are Easy to Say , 2020, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 120 x 160 cm (47.24 x 63 in.) 



R I G H T

For Once, Then, Something Else , 2020

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 120 x 140 cm (47.24 x 55.1 in.)

L E F T

I Feel the Seasons but Not the Time , 2020

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 120 x 165 cm (47.24 x 64.96 in.)



R I G H T

Playing With the Other Gods, 2020

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 120 x 180 cm (47.24 x 70.86 in.) 

L E F T

I Had Dreamed That I Could Choose, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 180 cm (55.1 x 70.86 in.)



R I G H T

I Had Dreamed That I Could Choose , 2020

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 180 cm (55.1 x 70.86 in.)

L E F T

I Feel the Seasons but Not the Time , 2020, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 120 x 165 cm (47.24 x 64.96 in.)



R I G H T

The Things That Are Easy to Say , 2020

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 160 cm (55.1 x  63 in.)

L E F T

I fell in love and didn’t know what to do with myself, 2020, 

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 120 x 175 cm (47.24 x 68.9 in.) 



R I G H T

I Feel the Seasons but Not the Time , 2020

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 120 x 180 cm (47.24 x 70.9 in.)

L E F T

I Feel the Seasons but Not the Time , 2020, 

(detail)



The 'Breathing Space' series is about opposites, the contrast 

between expansive and contractive, masculine and feminine, 

restraint and flow, but also physical and non-corporeal. The 

series portrays the liminal space between the physical world 

and the plane of emotions.

‘It is impossible for me to see two worlds. I disregard reality 

and overlook all laws implying any measurements, degrees 

or judgments. I choose the validity of the world within, 

where love is never arbitrated, but all there is. I don’t think 

about art when I paint, I think of everything that brings us 

into the same emotion or frequency where communication 

flows effortlessly. I don’t paint reality as it is collectively 

perceived, I paint my inner reality with my back to what the 

eye can see. Everything I focus on becomes a journey 

through time; a deep tension between physical reality which 

rises towards the corporeal form and inner reality; and an 

upheaval of perceptions seen as the divine, part of the 

expanded consciousness. Geometric abstraction represents 

the spiritual meaning behind patterns and symbols. From the 

Platonic Solids that form the basis for every design in the 

universe, the Golden Ratio sometimes called the ‘Divine 

Proportion’, to the sacred spiral of Fibonacci’s sequence, is 

ingrained in everything from the human body to the spiral 

arrangement of leaves – I resonate with the language of 

numbers and perfect shapes that form the fundamental 

templates for life.’

Breathing Space, 2019

Installation view



R I G H T

Breathing Space - Daybreak, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 140 cm (59 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 144 cm (60.63 x 56.7 in.)

L E F T

Breathing Space, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 200 x 140 cm (78.74 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 204 x 144 cm (80.31 x 56.69 in.)



R I G H T

Breathing Space - Axiom of Choice, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 160 x 140 cm (62.9 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 164 x 144 cm (64.57 x 56.7 in.)

L E F T

Breathing Space - Defenselessness, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 190 x 140 cm (74.8 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 194 x 144 cm (76.38 x 56.7.in.)



P A G E  1 8 0

Breathing Space - Echo, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 140 cm (59 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 144 cm (60.63 x 56.7 in.)

P A G E  1 7 9

Breathing Space - Twin Flame, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 140 cm (59 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 144 cm (60.63 x 56.7 in.)

R I G H T

Breathing Space - Influo, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 180 x 140 cm (70.86 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 184 x 144 cm (72.44 x 56.7 in.)

L E F T

Breathing Space - Twin Flame, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 140 cm (59 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 144 cm (60.63 x 56.7 in.)





P A G E  1 8 0

Breathing Space - Inception, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 175 x 140 cm (68.9 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 179 x 144 cm (70.47 x 56.7 in.)

P A G E  1 7 9

Breathing Space - Counterparts, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 160 x 140 cm (62.9 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 164 x 144 cm (64.57 x 56.7 in.)

R I G H T

Breathing Space - The Garden of Love, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 200 x 140 cm (78.74 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 204 x 144 cm (80.31 x 56.69 in.)

L E F T

Breathing Space - Echo, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 150 x 140 cm (59 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 154 x 144 cm (60.63 x 56.7 in.)





R I G H T

Breathing Space - Counterparts, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 160 x 140 cm (62.9 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 164 x 144 cm (64.57 x 56.7 in.)

L E F T

Breathing Space - Inception, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 175 x 140 cm (68.9 x 55 in.)

Frame size: 179 x 144 cm (70.47 x 56.7 in.)



‘In order to understand what I paint, I have to turn away 

from it occasionally. A painting is nothing more than a 

probable reality born into and by imagination. 

From where and how the vision comes into the mind? From 

what ball of thread thoughts entwined emotions winding and 

twisting together to form visions and create realities? And 

which vision? Which reality?

I cut my painting wanting to erase a reality in order to create 

another one. One that would speak more about the inner 

mechanisms that create worlds. One without control and 

devoid of any symbols expressed by signs, marks or 

gestures. I pulled the strings of my reality and the whole 

fabric of my world unravelled, disclosing ideas, thought 

patterns that needed to change in order to create a different 

probability.’

on ‘The Fabric of Reality’, 2020

The Fabric of Reality, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds



R I G H T

The Fabric of Reality No.6, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds 

Artwork size: 120 x 120 cm (47.24 x 47.24 in.) 

L E F T

The Fabric of Reality No.2, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds 

Artwork size: 140 x 135 cm  (55.1 x 53.14 in.) 



R I G H T

The Fabric of Reality No.2, 2020

Thread of acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds 

L E F T

The Fabric of Reality, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds 



P A G E S  1 9 7 ,  1 9 8

The Fabric of Reality No.4, 2020, (detail)

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds and knitted

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 

R I G H T

The Fabric of Reality No.4, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds and knitted

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 

L E F T

The Fabric of Reality No.3, 2020

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

cut into shreds and knitted

Artwork size: 120 x 120 cm (47.24 x 47.24 in.) 





Anca's series ‘Out of Body’ began in 2017 through a series 

of computer sketched compositions. Concerned with the idea 

of creating hybrid images which incorporate both virtual and 

organic elements, Anca interweaves figurative painting with 

a combination of abstract expressionism and geometric 

abstraction, shifting between flat forms of figuration and 

more abstract counterparts, adding a sense of theatricality to 

her revelations. The metaphorical and figurative paintings 

explore the notion of identity and the settings that compose 

the texture of life in contrast with the concept of time and 

space in metaphysical interpretation. 

‘I ideate to create not just objects to be looked at, but an 

extension of my inner state and out of the body experience 

that will give the viewer glimpses from another dimension… 

Paintings are solidified feelings on canvas and when the 

observer is looking at them the feeling is again motion, 

moving out from the painting into the beholder’s 

perception.’

Out of Body - First Sleep, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 175 cm (55.1 x 68.9 in.) 



P A G E S  1 9 7 ,  1 9 8

Out of Body - Overpass, 2019

(detail)

R I G H T

Out of Body - Overpass, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 150 cm (55.1 x 59.1 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 154 cm (56.7 x 60.63 in.) 

L E F T

Out of Body - First Sleep, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 175 cm (55.1 x 68.9 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 179 cm (56.7 x 70.47 in.)





L E F T

Out of Body, 2019

(detail)

R I G H T

Out of Body, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 175 cm (55.1 x 68.9 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 179 cm (56.7 x 70.47 in.)



L E F T

Out of Body - Days of Encounter, 2019

(details)

R I G H T

Out of Body - Days of Encounter, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 175 cm (55.1 x 68.9 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 179 cm (56.7 x 70.47 in.)



L E F T

Out of Body - Means of Communication, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 160 cm (55.1 x 63 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 164 cm (56.7 x 64.57 in.) 

R I G H T

Out of Body - Composure, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 175 cm (55.1 x 68.9 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 179 cm (56.7 x 70.47 in.)



R I G H T

Out of Body- The Age of Play, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 160 cm (55.1 x 63 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 164 cm (56.7 x 64.57 in.)

L E F T

Out of Body - Composure, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 175 cm (55.1 x 68.9 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 179 cm (56.7 x 70.47 in.) ) 



R I G H T

Out of Body- Guardians, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Artwork size: 140 x 215 cm (55.1 x 84.6 in.)  

Frame size: 144 x 219 cm (56.7 x 86.22 in.) 

L E F T

Out of Body - Means of Communication, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 160 cm (55.1 x 63 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 164 cm (56.7 x 64.57 in.) 



R I G H T

Out of Body - Intermission, 2018

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 175 cm (55.1 x 68.9 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 179 cm (56.7 x 70.47 in.)

L E F T

Out of Body- The Age of Play, 2019, (detail)

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 160 cm (55.1 x 63 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 164 cm (56.7 x 64.57 in.)



L E F T

Out of Body - The Use of Time, 2019

(detail)

R I G H T

Out of Body - The Use of Time, 2019

Acrylic paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Artwork size: 140 x 150 cm (55.1 x 59 in.) 

Frame size: 144 x 154 cm (56.7 x 60.62 in.) 



R I G H T

Compass Love: West, 2019

Acrylic painting on canvas 

Size: 110 x 110 cm (43.3 x  43.3 in.)

R I G H T

Compass Love: East, 2019

Acrylic painting on canvas 

Size: 110 x 110 cm (43.3 x  43.3 in.)

L E F T

Compass Love: North, 2019

Acrylic painting on canvas 

Size: 110 x 110 cm (43.3 x  43.3 in.)

R I G H T

Compass Love: South, 2019

Acrylic painting on canvas 

Size: 110 x 110 cm (43.3 x  43.3 in.)



L E F T

The Arms of Love, 2019

Oil paint and ultrachrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.)

R I G H T

Heartbeat, 2019

Oil paint and ultrachrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.)



The ‘Perception Journal’ series of paintings began in 2017 

after a period of transcendental meditation avoiding 

distracting thoughts and enhancing a state of relaxed 

awareness. Instead of painting external realities, Anca 

depicted inner perception of life forms and spaces from 

humans, birds or animals to landscapes. The artist identified 

with them at an emotional level and painted biomorphic 

forms as patterns recreating a reality that while abstract 

nevertheless refers to, or evoke, living forms as energetic 

vibrations.   

Between 2018 and 2019 she created a capsule collection of 

art bags, comprised of 40 unique pieces using the paintings 

from the 'Perception Journal' series.

L E F T

Perception Journal, 2019

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

R I G H T

Perception Journal, 2019

Oil paintings, leather handbags 



L E F T

Perception Journal- Chapter 2, 2019

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 90 cm ( 55.1 x 35.43 in.) 

R I G H T

Perception Journal- Chapetr 1, 2019

Acrylic painting and ultra-chrome inks on canvas

Canvas size: 140 x 90 cm ( 55.1 x 35.43 in.) 



L E F T

Perception Journal- Pegasus, 2017

Oil painting on canvas

canvas size:  100 x 110 cm (39.37 x  43.3 in.) 

R I G H T

EIKO - Pegasus, 2019

Leather bag



L E F T

Perception Journal- Pathfinder, 2017

Oil painting on canvas

canvas size:  100 x 110 cm (39.37 x  43.3 in.) 

R I G H T

SEMPALA - Pathfinder, 2019

Leather bag



L E F T

Perception Journal - Hyde & Seek, 2017

Oil painting on canvas

canvas size:  100 x 110 cm (39.37 x  43.3 in.) 

R I G H T

SEMPALA - Hyde & Seek, 2019

Leather bag



L E F T

Perception Journal- Beyond Illusion, 2017

Oil painting on canvas

canvas size:  100 x 110 cm (39.37 x  43.3 in.) 

R I G H T

TASHI - Beyond Illusion, 2019

Leather bag



This series portrays apparently genderless children whose 

eyes are wide open to the world. The eyes themselves are 

vividly coloured, offering an indication that the child is 

drinking in external stimuli. A duck or a teddy bear covers 

the mouth, whilst the symbolic geometry represents 

changes within the body, dramatising the exploration of an 

idiosyncratic perception by manipulating personal 

childhood objects and fragments of a dream-like vision. To 

a certain extent, it is reminiscent of Dali’s paranoiac -

critical method.

“I believe we cannot perceive what is not already 

contained within us.”

The Incorruptible Body, 2018

Installation view



L E F T

Innocent Voice, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 130 x 140 cm (51.2 x 55 in.) 

R I G H T

Avenue of Joy, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 120 x 140 cm (47.24 x 55 in.)



L E F T

Soul Integration, 2018, (detail)

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 120 x 140 cm (47.24 x 55 in.)

R I G H T

Nothing Real Can Be Threatened, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 120 x 140 cm (47.24 x 55 in.)



L E F T

Innocent Voice, 2018, (detail)

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 130 x 140 cm (51.2 x 55 in.) 

R I G H T

Soul Integration, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 120 x 140 cm (47.24 x 55 in.)



L E F T

Avenue of Joy, 2018, (detail)

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 120 x 140 cm (47.24 x 55 in.)

R I G H T

Inner Child, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 130 x 140 cm (51.2 x 55 in.) 



“In the dream … we have the source of all metaphysic. 

Without the dream, men would never have been incited to an 

analysis of the world. Even the distinction between soul and 

body is wholly due to the primitive conception of the dream, 

as also the hypothesis of the embodied soul, whence the 

development of all superstition, and also, probably, the 

belief in god. ‘The dead still live: for they appear to the 

living in dreams.’ So reasoned mankind at one time, and 

through many thousands of years” 

Friedrich Nietzsche—Human, all too human (1878)

R I G H T

Awakening, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 

R I G H T

Lucid Dreaming, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 

L E F T

Lucid Dreaming, 2018

Installation view



L E F T

Silent Fragment, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 

R I G H T

Opening to Channel, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 



L E F T

Awakening, 2018, (detail)

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 

R I G H T

Another Portion of Self, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 



L E F T

The End of Doubt, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 

R I G H T

Patterns of Perception, 2018

Oil paint and ultra-chrome inks on canvas 

Canvas size: 140 x 140 cm (55.1 x 55.1 in.) 



Education:

2010-2011  Soho Editors Talent & Training, London (visual effects, finishing and colour grading software)

1994-1999  National University of Arts-UNArte, Bucharest, Romania

1989-1993  Art High School-N. Tonitza, Bucharest, Romania

1986-1989  Art School-N. Tonitza, Bucharest, Romania

Solo Exhibitions:

2021  The Innocent Perception, Eclectic Gallery, London, United Kingdom

2020  The Need of Belonging, Romanian Cultural Institute, London, United Kingdom

2016  Bitter or Sweeter, Molecule-F, Bucharest, Romania

2015  Love Art - Wear Art, Molecule-F, Bucharest, Romania

2014  Art & Fashion, Entrance, Bucharest, Romania

1999  Who Am I?, Art Academy, Bucharest, Romania 

Biennials:

2018  Biennial Larnaca, Multiple Locations, Cyprus 

2017  RomArt Biennial, The International Biennial of Art and Culture in Rome, Italy

2017  Florence Biennale, Florence, Italy

1999  Periferic, Iasi, Romania 

1998  IntermediArt – Contemporary Art Biennial, Oradea, Romania

Selected Group Exhibitions:

2022  We Are What We See, Glimpses Art, Shoreditch -London, United Kingdom

2022  The Annual Salon of Uk-based Romanian Artists, Romanian Cultural Institute, London, United 

Kingdom

2022  Pop Up Exhibition - Mayfair, Eclectic Gallery, London, United Kingdom

2022  Coulours of Autumn, Eclectic Gallery, London, United Kingdom

2021  Abstraction and Perception, Eclectic Gallery, London, United Kingdom

2021  Colourful Bits, Eclectic Gallery, London, United Kingdom

2020  Resilience, Pop Up Exhibition, Curaty Gallery, Mayfair, London, United Kingdom

2020  Wiltshire Creative Summer Open Exhibition, Salisbury Arts Centre, Salisbury, United Kingdom

2019  The Other Art Fair London, Art Fair by Saatchi Art, London, United Kingdom 

2018  Sunny Art Prize Exhibition, London, United Kingdom 

2018  NAG Art Gallery, Contemporary Exhibition, San Lorenzo Church, Florence, Italy 

2018  World Art Dubai, Contemporary Art Fair, Dubai World Trade Centre, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

2018  Jorge Jurado Gallery, Bogota, Columbia 

2018  ART Innsbruck, International Art Fair, Innsbruck, Austria 

2017  Contemporary Art Space, The Room Gallery, Venice, Italy 

2017  Spectrum/Red Dot Miami, Contemporary Art Show, Miami, FL, USA 

2017  RomArt Biennial, The International Biennial of Art and Culture in Rome, Italy 

2017  Alchemic Body | Fire. Air. Water. Earth, Jorge Jurado Gallery, Art Festival, Bogota, Columbia 

2017  Anima Mundi Visions, Palazzo Ca’ Zanardi Gallery, It’Liquid International Art Festival, Venice, 

Italy 

2017  Femininity Art Online Exhibition, International Gallery Of The Arts, Toronto, ON, Canada 

2017  Patterns, Light Space & Time Art Gallery, Jupiter, FL, USA

2017 Blue Art Show,Colors of Humanity,Art Gallery, Everett, PA , USA 

2016  Bitter or Sweeter, Installation - Molecule-F Concept Store, Bucharest, Romania 

2015  Love Art - Wear Art, Installation - Molecule-F Concept Store, Bucharest, Romania 

2014  Art & Fashion, Entrance Concept Store, Bucharest, Romania 

2014  Romanian Design Week, "Timeless Collection", Bucharest, Romania 

2013  Book Cover Tee, Chapter 3, Bucharest, Romania 

2010  Opening, Gandy Gallery, Bratislava, Slovakia 

2004  20 Minutes of Glory, Video Installation, MNAC Centre, Bucharest, Romania 

2002  Other P’Art, M.A.M.Ü. Galley, Budapest, Hungary 

2000  Other P’Art, French Institute, Polish Institute, M.A.M.Ü. Galley, Budapest, Hungary 

2000  20 Minutes of Glory, Video Installation, Mission Art Gallery, Budapest, Hungary 

2000  498, Eforie Gallery, Bucharest, Romania 

2000  Other P’Art International, Art Camp, Tihany, Hungary

1999  AnnART 10, Performance Festival, St. Ann Lake, Romania

1999  Urban Feelings – Urban Facts, Rotor, Graz-Maribor, Austria-Slovenia 

1999  Introduction to the New World, OSUT, Timisoara, Romania 

1999  Manifesta 3 Ljubljana, Slovenia 1998 

1999  IntermediArt – Contemporary Art Biennial, Oradea, Romania 

1989  Normal, OSUT, Timisoara, Romania 

Publications:

2022  Exhibition catalogue, published by Glimpses, London

2021  Colecta - The Art Magazine, (9April/June issue), Italy

2020  Le Monde Diplomatique, (September issue), Paris, France

2018  Aesthetica, (Apr/May issue 81), London, UK 

2018  Arte Contemporanea, published by NAG Gallery, Florence, Italy

2018  Aesthetica, (Feb/Mar 2018 issue), London, UK

2018  Aesthetica Dec/Jan 2018 issue, London, UK

2017  Exhibition catalogue, published by Anima Mundi, Venice

2017  Glamour, (vol. 6, June), London, UK

2017  Art & Beyond Chicago, USA

2017  Glamour, (vol. 6, June),  London, UK

2017  Exhibition catalogue, The Room Gallery, Venice

2016  Unica, published by Unica, Bucharest, Romania

2015  Beaumonde, (vol. 12, December), Bucharest, Romania

2011  Villa Design, (vol. 5, June-November ), Bucharest, Romania

2010  Opening, published by Gandy Gallery, Bratislava, Slovakia 

2002  Observatorul Cultural, written by Irina Cios, Bucharest, Romania

2000  Exhibition catalogue, published Other P’Art, M.A.M.Ü. Galley, Budapest, Hungary

Anca Stefanescu
Romanian , b. 1974


